The gauge theories underlying gauged supergravity and exceptional field theory are based on tensor hierarchies: generalizations of Yang-Mills theory utilizing algebraic structures that generalize Lie algebras and, as a consequence, require higher-form gauge fields. Recently, we proposed that the algebraic structure allowing for consistent tensor hierarchies is axiomatized by 'infinity-enhanced Leibniz algebras' defined on graded vector spaces generalizing Leibniz algebras. It was subsequently shown that, upon appending additional vector spaces, this structure can be reinterpreted as a differential graded Lie algebra. We use this observation to streamline the construction of general tensor hierarchies, and we formulate dynamics in terms of a hierarchy of first-order duality relations, including scalar fields with a potential.
Introduction
In string theory, gauge theories and supergravity it is often instrumental to append to the physical p´form gauge fields their on-shell dual pD´p´2q´form fields. This is necessary, for instance, in order to couple higher branes and to render U-duality symmetries manifest and local. Intriguingly, the dynamics is then typically fully encoded in the first-order duality relations from which the second-order field equations follow as integrability conditions using Bianchi identities.
The theme of higher-form gauge fields is particularly prominent in the U-duality covariant embedding tensor formulation of gauged supergravity [1] [2] [3] [4] . Here the gauge algebra structure is no longer a Lie algebra but rather a Leibniz algebra [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , which in turn requires higher p´form gauge fields in order to define gauge covariant curvatures. The Bianchi identities then take a hierarchical structure in which the (gauge covariant) exterior derivative of a p´form field strength is related to the pp`1q´form field strength of the next higher form field, leading to the notion of tensor hierarchy. Consequently, the imposition of first-order duality relations requires an entire tower of duality relations, termed duality hierarchy in [10] , from which the second-order equations of gauged supergravity follow as integrability conditions.
Traditionally, the construction of tensor hierarchies of gauged supergravities (and the closely related exceptional field theories [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ) has been done by hand on a case-by-case basis up to relatively low form degrees, which gets quickly very tedious. Recently, we argued that the underlying algebraic structure that makes the construction of tensor hierarchies to arbitrary degree possible is given by an 'infinity-enhanced Leibniz algebra' [19] . This algebra is defined on a chain complex X with differential D and graded symmetric products and extends the 'enhanced Leibniz algebra' of [8] , which in turn is a (graded) extension of a Leibniz algebra. It was pointed out subsequently that upon shifting the grading of X (a step known as suspension) and adding additional vector spaces to the chain complex X, together with an extension of the differential D, this structure can be reinterpreted as a differential graded Lie algebra [20] . In this paper we elaborate on the implications of this observation for the formulation of the tensor hierarchy and the tower of duality relations encoding dynamics.
Since there is by now an extensive literature on dualizations in ungauged and gauged supergravity let us put the results to be presented here in context. In the dimensional reduction of higher-dimensional supergravity (such as 11´dimensional supergravity) one obtains field strengths with Chern-Simons-like modifications, which in turn leads to modified Bianchi identities. The resulting dualizations and duality relations have been investigated systematically by Cremmer, Julia, Lu and Pope in the seminal papers [21, 22] . They identified the algebraic structure underlying these field strengths, which is not a strict Lie algebra but rather an integer graded Lie algebra (and thus, in particular, a superalgebra, as it was called in [21, 22] ). These techniques were employed and generalized by Greitz, Howe and Palmkvist in [23] , who in particular outlined how to include gauged supergravity in terms of differential graded Lie algebras. Our investigation was to a large extent inspired by their work.
Before turning to our technical results it is appropriate to discuss the interplay between 'higher' algebraic structures and more conventional Lie type algebras. The infinity-enhanced Leibniz algebra introduced in [19] generalizes Lie algebras in that the Jacobi identity for the bracket defined as the antisymmetric part of the Leibniz product does not hold in general. Rather, one obtains an associated L 8 algebra [24] [25] [26] [27] , which in turn implies the need for a hierarchy of higher forms and field strengths. On the other hand, the differential graded Lie algebra (dgLa) is a more conventional algebraic structure whose brackets satisfy Jacobi identities (albeit graded). There is, however, nothing paradoxical about the fact that a higher algebra can be 'derived' in some fashion from a more conventional algebra. In the present case, the Leibniz product˝is derived from the graded symmetric bracket r¨,¨s and differential D of the dgLa via x˝y "´rDx, ys. 1 Thus, to say that the Leibniz product governing the gauge algebra is derived from a dgLa does not imply that the gauge algebra is secretly a Lie algebra. The dgLa construction does imply that the chain complex forms a representation space of a genuine Lie algebra g, which is one of the spaces by which the original complex was extended, but g plays a somewhat auxiliary role. More precisely, while in gauged supergravity g plays the role of the Lie algebra of the global symmetry group of the ungauged limit, it is not a symmetry of gauged supergravity. Moreover, in exceptional field theory it was only quite recently that a Lie algebra g playing this role was identified [7, 30] .
Review, Overview and Summary of Results
Since the results of this paper are quite technical we now briefly review the mathematical background for this investigation and provide a summary of our key results. The starting point for a tensor hierarchy is a Leibniz algebra, defined by a generally non-symmetric products atisfying x˝py˝zq´y˝px˝zq " px˝yq˝z .
(1.1)
If this product is antisymmetric the Leibniz algebra reduces to a Lie algebra, but in general it has a symmetric part which we parametrize as x˝y`y˝x " Dpx ‚ yq .
Here ‚ is a new symmetric operation taking values in a new space that is mapped by the differential D back to the Leibniz algebra. This relation exhibits the beginning of an entire chain complex X of higher spaces with a differential D and a graded symmetric product ‚, satisfying suitable relations that define what we termed infinity-enhanced Leibniz algebra. The forms of the tensor hierarchy then take values in X and can be combined into formal sums of all p´forms. In particular, the gauge covariant curvatures are combined into a formal sum F, which satisfy the Bianchi identity
where D is the gauge covariant derivative. Writing out this relation in components, one finds that DF p is related to DF p`1 , thus exhibiting a hierarchical structure.
The observation of [20] was that upon suspension (an overall shift of degree) and upon appending additional vector spaces (including g that carries a Lie algebra structure) the axioms governing ‚ and D take the form of a differential graded Lie algebra (dgLa), where ‚ becomes a (graded) bracket r¨,¨s, on which D acts as a derivation, and which satisfies a (graded) Jacobi identity. We will construct the corresponding gauge theory by tensoring the space X of the dgLa with the space of forms ΩpM q on some spacetime manifold M . Importantly, the resulting space Z " X b ΩpM q also carries a dgLa structure with respect to a 'diagonal' grading. The bracket (of degree zero) is defined in terms of the bracket in X and the wedge product of forms, with the differential B (of degree -1) given by
where d is the de Rham differential. This operator indeed satisfies B 2 " 0 and acts as a derivation on the bracket. The gauge fields, gauge parameters and field strengths can again be encoded in formal sums of forms of all degrees and are located in the chain complex Z as follows¨¨¨Ý
where Λ denotes the gauge parameters, A the gauge fields, and F the field strengths.
The construction of the tensor hierarchy is significantly simplified by the observations in [23] , which we employ and improve on in this paper. First, the curvatures F are closely related to the 'pure gauge' object It should be emphasized that the exponential e A of Z-valued fields in (1.6) a priori is not well-defined, since the dgLa is not defined in terms of associative operators that may be exponentiated, but in the following such structures will only appear in combinations like (1.6) where they are interpreted via Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH) type formulas. The identity (1.7) can then be verified using only the brackets and graded Jacobi identity of the dgLa. Assuming momentarily that there are no scalars, the conventional field strengths F can then be extracted from Ω via
where we singled out the one-form gauge field A 1 . The Maurer-Cartan equation (1.7) then reads in terms of components, for p ě 2,
which is precisely equivalent to the Bianchi identity (1.3) of the tensor hierarchy upon suspension. (The resulting sign changes will be discussed in detail.)
Remarkably, the above scheme not only recasts the highly interrelated Bianchi identities of tensor hierarchies into the simple form of a Maurer-Cartan equation, but it also allows for the inclusion of scalars upon extension of the chain complex by spaces X 0 , X´1, etc. One may then include zero-forms (scalars) φ taking values in g " X 0 by extending the definition of Ω to Ω " e´φe´A B`e A e φ˘, (1.10) which still satisfies (1.7). Equivalently, we may define the differential
viewed as an operator on X that squares to zero, B 2 Ω " 0, as a consequence of the Maurer-Cartan equation (1.7) . Working this out in terms of components one finds
with the scalar matrix V " e φ P G and the 'T-tensor' T " V´1ΘV, where the 'embedding tensor' Θ P X´1 is defined implicitly by V´1DV " rΘ, φs`¨¨¨. Moreover, we decomposed the g valued current V´1DV into a part, Q, taking values in a subalgebra h Ă g and defining the h-covariant derivatives D Q " d`Q, and its complement P . Thus, one naturally obtains the structures of non-linear realizations based on G{H, and in particular the Maurer-Cartan equation (1.7) encodes then also the Bianchi identities for P and Q. Note also that the A 1 -dependent shift in (1.8) is here absorbed into the gauge covariant derivative inside P and Q.
As the most intriguing result of this paper, we give dynamical equations for the fields of the tensor hierarchy, including scalars with a general scalar potential, in terms of duality relations. To this end we have to assume the existence of G-covariant isomorphisms I p : Xp Ñ X n´p´2 , with n the number of spacetime dimensions and X˚denoting the dual space, and an H-invariant metric ∆, viewed as a collection of maps ∆ p : X p Ñ Xp . These structures exists in all known examples. In particular, ∆ allows one to extend the 'generalized metric' M 1 " V∆ 1 V T to a map M on the entire chain complex. One can then write duality relations for the sum of all curvatures of the form F " ‹IMF , (1.13) where ‹ is the Hodge dual. Using the Bianchi identities, the integrability conditions for (1.13) imply the second-order equations of motion, including the non-linear sigma model equations based on G{H with a source term induced by the scalar potential
where T P X´1 is the T-tensor and round parenthesis indicate the pairing between X and X˚.
In particular, in this formulation the scalar potential is encoded in the H-covariant map ∆´1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In sec. 2 we review the observation that the infinity-enhanced Leibniz algebra can be recast as a dgLa. In sec. 3 we introduce the 'diagonal complex' encoding the tensor product of this dgLa with the differential forms in order to streamline the gauge theory construction of [19] , which is then extended by including scalars parametrizing a coset space G{H. Finally, in sec. 4, we explain how to impose duality relations in this formulation from which the second-order field equations follow as integrability conditions. We close with a brief outlook in sec. 5, while an appendix contains the explicit field redefinition connecting the present formulation with [19] .
Differential graded Lie algebras
Infinity-enhanced Leibniz algebras have been defined in [19] as the algebraic structures that support consistent tensor hierarchies to all orders. Here we will show, reviewing in our language the work of [20] , that the product ‚ and the differential D define a differential graded Lie algebra upon suspension, i.e. degree shifting, of the graded vector space.
As defined in [19] , an infinity-enhanced Leibniz algebra consists of the quadruple pX,˝, D, ‚q . X is an N´graded vector space:
where the degree zero subspace X 0 is endowed with a (left) Leibniz product˝:
D is a degree´1 differential acting onX :
and ‚ is a graded commutative product of degree`1 defined on the whole space X :
This quadruple defines an infinity-enhanced Leibniz algebra provided
This set of axioms ensures that the generalized Lie derivative L x y :" x˝y , @ x, y P X 0 ,
is covariant w.r.t. D and the bullet product, i.e. rL x , Ds " 0 ,
and that D´exact degree zero elements generate trivial transformations:
L Du a " 0 , @ u P X 1 , a P X .
(2.8)
Suspension
We will now show that the properties 5) and 6) can be translated into a graded Leibniz property of D and graded Jacobi identity in the degree shifted vector space. Let us define the degree shifted vector space r X " À 8
i"1 r X i and the suspension s by
|ã| " |a|`1 .
(2.9)
A graded antisymmetric bracket can be defined on r X by rã,bs :" p´1q |a|`1 spa ‚ bq , (2.10) and by counting degree one can see that r , s has intrinsic degree zero. Graded antisymmetry can be proved by rb,ãs " p´1q |b|`1 spb ‚ aq " p´1q |a||b|`|b|`1 spa ‚ bq " p´1q 1`|ã||b| p´1q |a|`1 spa ‚ bq " p´1q 1`|ã||b| rã,bs .
(2.11)
One can now see that the property 6) above translates to the graded Jacobi identity for the bracket r , s , namely, upon using rrã,bs,cs " p´1q |a|`|b| s`s´1rã,bs ‚ c˘" p´1q |b|`1 s`pa ‚ bq ‚ c˘(2.12) and property 6), one has rrã,bs,cs`p´1q |ã|p|b|`|c|q rrb,cs,ãs`p´1q |c|p|ã|`|b|q rrc,ãs,bs " 0 . This shows that the graded vector space r X endowed with the bracket r , s is a graded Lie algebra.
As for the differential, it can be naturally defined on r X by (we use the same symbol D , as it should not cause confusion)
Dã :" s Da , (2.14) and retains its degree´1 . From the definition of the bracket (2.10) one can easily show that property 5) is nothing but compatibility of the differential with the bracket:
Drã,bs " rDã,bs`p´1q |ã| rã, Dbs , |ã| , |b| ą 1 , 15) thus establishing that the triple pX, r , s, Dq carries a differential graded Lie algebra (dgLa) structure.
The original Leibniz algebra pX 0 ,˝q can be transported to r X 1 by defining 2 x˝ỹ :" spx˝yq , (2.16) so that the Leibniz property is unchanged:
Notice, however, that the new Leibniz product has intrinsic degree´1 and indeed it closes on r X 1 :˝:
At this stage the Leibniz product is the fundamental algebraic structure, to which the dgLa is attached in a compatible way (expressed by axioms 1) to 4) of (2.5)) in order to construct the full tensor hierarchy. However, it is possible to encode all the axioms (2.5) in the data of a dgLa, by extending the graded vector space X by a further space X´1 of degree´1 and allowing in particular to extend D as
The role of X´1 is naturally interpreted in the degree shifted setting, as the corresponding r X 0 will be a Lie algebra g , and D : r
plays the role of the usual embedding tensor (see, e.g., [7] ).
Adding an extra space
Having extended the definition of the differential to
one can take the bullet product ‚ and D as the primitive structures (hence a dgLa upon suspension), and define the Leibniz product as x˝y :"´y ‚ Dx "´Dx ‚ y .
(2.22)
Axioms 5) and 6) of (2.5) guarantee the Leibniz property: by using the graded Jacobi identity and compatibility of the differential. By construction one has Dũ˝x " 0 from D 2 " 0 , and triviality of the symmetric pairing reads x˝ỹ`ỹ˝x "´Drx,ỹs " s Dpx ‚ yq .
(2.26)
The elements Dx P r X 0 now belong to the degree zero subspace of a dgLa, thus meaning that the space r X 0 itself is a Lie algebra g . Indeed, all the spaces r X n carry a representation of the Lie algebra r X 0 induced by the dgLa bracket: For any Lie algebra elementξ P r X 0 one can define ρξ : r X n Ñ r X n by ρξpṽq :" rξ,ṽs ,ṽ P r X n , (2.27) that is a representation thanks to the graded Jacobi identity, i.e.
The Leibniz productx˝ỹ of two elements in r X 1 has then the form
that is precisely the usual expression in terms of the embedding tensor ϑ upon identifying it with´D : r X 1 Ñ g , and r X 1 with a g´representation R .
Before suspension one has the same structure upon identifying g " X´1 , with the representation given by
According to (2.22) , the Leibniz product is indeed 31) and the relation between the two pictures is given by ρξpṽq " s`ρ ξ pvq˘.
(2.32)
The Lie derivative (2.6) can now be defined universally on X by L x a :"´Dx ‚ a " p´1q |a|`1 a ‚ Dx , x P X 0 , a P X , (2.33) and it coincides with the previous definition thanks to (2.22) . Upon suspension, it can be defined by Lxã :" spL x aq " rã, Dxs ,
and it retains intrinsic degree zero, as well as its covariance properties:
DpLxãq " Drã, Dxs " rDã, Dxs " Lx pDãq , Lxrã,bs " rrã,bs, Dxs " p´1q 1`|ã||b| rrb, Dxs,ãs´rrDx,ãs,bs " rLxã,bs`p´1q 1`|ã||b| rLxb,ãs " rLxã,bs`rã, Lxbs . Since from now on we will only work in the suspended dgLa picture, we will drop tildes from all expressions, so that X " ' 8 k"0 X k is the graded Lie algebra with X 0 " g , the Leibniz product reads x˝y "´rDx, ys and so on.
Diagonal complex and dgLa gauge theory
In order to construct a gauge theory based on the above algebraic structure, we introduce the space ΩpM q of differential forms on a spacetime manifold M , and tensor it with the dgLa X , defining Z :" ΩpM q b X i.e. the space of X´valued differential forms. The space Z naturally inherits the structure of a bi-complex, with bi-grading given by the dgLa degree and form degree. The two differentials are the dgLa one D and the de Rham differential d in spacetime. Field strengths, gauge fields, gauge parameters, trivial parameters etc. organize themselves in the bi-complex as shown in the diagram below:¨¨D
where the subscript denotes form degree and the superscript dgLa degree. The A's in the diagram are gauge fields, F 's are curvatures, λ's gauge parameters and so on. The physical interpretation of the various fields relates their internal (dgLa) degree to the form degree: For instance, any p´form gauge field A p has internal degree p , curvatures F p have degree p´1 and so on. This suggests that a better way to organize the bi-complex is by choosing a diagonal total degree, given by the difference of the internal and form degrees, already used in the L 8 construction in [19] . The diagonal complex that emerges also carries a dgLa structure, as we will now show.
In order to deal efficiently with sign factors, we introduce odd oscillator variables θ µ that carry intrinsic degree´1 . These can be viewed as the usual dx µ with additional commutation properties that help determining the phase factors in the dgLa on the total space Z. More precisely, they obey
where α p is the internal degree of ω ν 1 ...νp . A differential form ω p will be written as
and we can naturally define the bracket and the action of D on the total space by 3
where we denote by α the internal degree of forms, and we used the properties (3.2) to extract the θ's to the left. The de Rham differential takes the form d " θ µ B µ and thus carries degreé 1 and anticommutes with D due to (3.2): td, Du " 0 . Its action on differential forms is the usual one:
Since now both D and d have degree´1 and anticommute, it is possible to define a total differential:
The advantage of this construction is that the bracket and the differentials have a dgLa structure w.r.t. the diagonal degree defined as N p :" α p´p for a p´form of internal degree α p . One can see this from the definitions:
where we used the shorthand notation θ µrps :" θ µ 1 ...θ µp and ω µrps :" ω rµ 1 ...µps . Both differentials d and D (and thus B) obey a graded Leibniz rule w.r.t. the N degree:
that rules the graded Jacobi identity as well:
as can be seen from the definition (3.4) and (3.2). The advantage of having a dgLa structure according to the N degree is apparent in applications to the tensor hierarchy: Recalling the degree assignments above, one can see that every p´form gauge field has N degree zero, while every curvature has N degree´1 , all gauge parameters have N degree`1 and so on. Hence, it is now meaningful to define a string field-like generating function of homogeneous N degree zero for all the gauge fields:
as well as the corresponding degree´1 generating function for the curvatures Fpx, θq , a degreè 1 Λpx, θq for gauge parameters, degree`2 Ξpx, θq for trivial parameters etc. The bi-complex (3.1) is now grouped along the diagonals in terms of the generating functions, yielding
where the single subscript denotes the N degree. In the following we will sometimes refer to the N degree as the total degree and to the original degree on X as the internal degree.
Bianchi identities
Having identified the dgLa structure on the total space, it is now possible to prove the Bianchi identities to all orders. The degree zero field A contains all the gauge p´forms:
while all the curvatures are contained in the degree´1 field
Since the natural differential on the total space is the total differential B , it is convenient to define a shifted generating function:
that is not a curvature, but rather a Maurer-Cartan (MC) like connection, as it will be clear by the form of the corresponding "Bianchi identities". The Maurer-Cartan generating fuction Ω can be defined by Ω "
BA " BA`1 2 rBA, As`... , ι A x :" rx, As .
(3.15)
Differentiating the N´field term gives
The first terms can be rearranged by using the graded Jacobi identity:
! rrBA, BAs, As`rrBA, As, BAs ) "´1 2 rrBA, As, BAs ,
! rrrBA, BAs, As, As`rrrBA, As, BAs, As`rrrBA, As, As, BAs ) "´1 8 rrBA, As, rBA, Ass´1 6 rrrBA, As, As, BAs
suggesting the general relation
that can be proven by induction: The first values of N are given in (3.17) ; supposing that (3.18) holds for N we can write for N`1
By using the graded Jacobi identity and recalling that, by definition of ι A , one has that in fact is the analog of the zero curvature condition for a Maurer-Cartan connection, rather than a Bianchi identity. In fact, thanks to the identity
valid for a Lie algebra valued 4 field X and differential d , the Maurer-Cartan string field can be rewritten in the suggestive form Ω " e´AB e A . In order to recover the Bianchi identities for F , we extract the curvature as Ω " F`DA 1 and open the differential B " d`D :
BΩ`1 2 rΩ, Ωs " pd`DqF`dDA 1`1 2 rF, Fs`rDA 1 , Fs`1 2 DrA 1 , DA 1 s " DF`DpF´F 2 q`1 2 rF, Fs " 0 , where DF :" dF`rDA 1 , Fs and we recall that F 2 " dA 1`1 2 rDA 1 , A 1 s`DA 2 . In fact, in the present formalism the covariant derivative (with respect to A 1 ) can be defined on any element of the total space by Dx :" dx`rDA 1 , xs . (3.26) Thanks to the graded Jacobi identity D is a degree´1 differential, i.e.
Drx, ys " rDx, ys`p´1q |x| rx, Dys , (3.27) and obeys
The seemingly odd shift of F 2 in (3.25) is due to the fact that DF 2 does not actually appear in the Bianchi identities. The component form of (3.25) yields indeed the usual result:
Let us notice that the curvatures defined by F " e´A B e A´D A 1 do not have the standard form F p`1 " DA p`D A p`1`. .. that was given, for instance, in [19] . This is due to the democratic treatment of all gauge p´forms, where the vector A 1 does not have a special status in A (except for the explicit shift Ω " DA 1`F ). The map between the two formulations is a field redefinition of all the higher gauge p´forms that we will give to all orders in appendix A.
Gauge symmetry and covariant curvatures
We are now ready to tackle the problem of finding the explicit form of the gauge transformations of A that lead to covariant transformations for F . In practical applications to the tensor hierarchy, it is customary to use, for higher p´form gauge fields, the so called covariant variations ∆A p rather than the actual variations δA p . The covariant gauge transformations ∆ λ A p are much simpler than δ λ A p and are defined, for a given p´form, in terms of the variations of lower forms. For instance, for the covariant variation of the two-form one has ∆A 2 " δA 2`1 2 rδA 1 , A 1 s . In the present formalism, the advantage of using the covariant variation ∆A (whose form will be determined to all orders in A) is that a general variation of the Maurer-Cartan string field Ω has a remarkably simple form in terms of ∆A :
as we will prove below. The transformation law (3.30) allows one to determine the covariant gauge transformation ∆ Λ A in a straightforward way.
In order to prove (3.30) and find the form of ∆A , we take the variation of the order N part
Next, we pull out a total derivative from the first term in order to get rid of BδA :
The total B term suggests the ansatz for the covariant variation:
∆A :"
In order to prove (3.30), the second line of (3.32) has to be equal to
For this, we are going to prove by induction the identity
The lowest N cases give N " 2 rBA, δAs´rδA, BAs " 2 rBA, δAs , N " 3 rrBA, δAs, As´rrδA, BAs, As`rrBA, As, δAs´rrδA, As, BAs " 2 rrBA, δAs, As`rrBA, As, δAs`rBA, rδA, Ass " 3 rrBA, As, δAs`3 rBA, rδA, Ass
by using graded anti-symmetry and Jacobi. Supposing that (3.35) holds for N , for N`1 we obtain
and, by using graded Jacobi and the first two terms for the boundaries of the sum, it finally
thus proving (3.30) with ∆A given by (3.33) .
At this point we introduce the degree`1 gauge parameter string field Λ "
and determine the gauge transformation ∆ Λ A . To do so, let us notice that the variation (3.30) defines a new differential:
that squares to zero thanks to the Bianchi identity (zero curvature relation) (3.22):
If we took ∆ Λ A " B Ω Λ , then Ω would be completely invariant. However, this is not quite the right transformation, since in the term BΛ there is a zero-form Dλ 0 that does not correspond to the variation of any A p . The correct gauge transformation is thus given by
This shift is ultimately responsible for the curvatures to transform only w.r.t. the λ 0 parameter. Indeed, by using B 2 Ω " 0 and (3.42) one obtains δ Λ Ω " rDλ 0 , Ωs´dDλ 0 (3.43) that, rewritten in terms of the curvature F " Ω´DA 1 , takes the familiar form
45)
and recalling that Dx " dx`rDA 1 , xs . The covariant gauge transformation (3.42) can also be rewritten in a more familiar form by using Ω " F`DA 1 and B " d`D :
that in components has the usual form
The reducibility of the gauge symmetries is also manifest, since from nilpotency of B Ω it is obvious that a gauge parameter of the form Λ " B Ω Ξ is trivial 5 : ∆ B Ω Ξ A " 0 , and the chain of reducibility continues indefinitely.
To conclude this section, let us notice that when evaluating the above expressions one encounters terms of the form DDu , with u P X 1 , typically with u " A 1 , λ 0 , .. , and these terms are not well defined, since they involve D acting on the lowest space X 0 . However, such terms only arise as the image of D 2 , and it is sufficient to extend nilpotency of D by declaring D 2 u " 0 for u P X 1 , without introducing non trivial spaces in negative degree. This will change in the next section, where the issue will be addressed.
Inclusion of scalars
By looking at the bi-complex diagram (3.1) one can see that something is missing. Indeed, the right boundary stops with the spaces Z 1 rps , meaning that we have introduced the space X 0 but there are no fields taking values in it. Moreover, from the point of view of the string field Apx, θq there is no natural reason for it to start with the one-form valued in X 1 : A " θ µ A µ`. .. , given that the space X 0 " g is now available. The most natural attempt to describe the scalar geometry appears thus to repeat the aforementioned construction by letting the string field have an arbitrary expansion in powers of θ µ . We shall thus define
where we identified φ " A 0 taking values in the Lie algebra g . Correspondingly, the Maurer-Cartan string field gets modified to
49)
and obeys the same zero curvature condition:
since the proof in the previous section does not depend on the form degrees of A and Ω .
In order to make sense of the above expressions, one has to define the action of D on the Lie algebra X 0 . Up to this point, the only occurrence of D acting on X 0 was of the form DDu , with u P X 1 , as we discussed above. We will discuss in detail the extension of D to X 0 , but for the moment we just notice that the Maurer-Cartan form Ω φ acquires a zero-form component Ω φ 0 " e´φD e φ , that takes values in a new space X´1 to be defined in the following. Before doing so, we will address the issue of the field basis A φ : indeed, this construction does not lead directly to the standard description of the scalar manifold for two reasons:
i) The gauge covariant curvatures are not expressed anymore by F " Ω φ´D A 1 , and
ii) The field basis for the gauge p´forms is different from the standard one.
To begin with, we shall evaluate the one-form component of Ω φ that, compared to the previous case Ω 1 " DA 1 , now receives infinitely many contributions in φ :
By defining the group valued scalar field
52)
the first term is the familiar Maurer-Cartan one-form on the group manifold G : V´1dV . The second term, however, cannot be expressed in terms of V and therefore cannot be interpreted as a gauge covariant improvement of the former.
To remedy this, we shall redefine the one-form A 1 to all orders in φ , as it can be inferred by rewriting the first few terms in the series: suggesting that the field redefinition
will bring the above expression to
55)
where the last identification is allowed by the Lie algebra identity
(3.56)
We will find in the following the field redefinition to all orders such that (3.55) holds. For now, assuming (3.55), we notice that Ω φ 1 takes the form of a gauge covariantized Maurer-Cartan one-form on the group manifold G :
In order to proceed further and identify the gauge covariant curvatures, let us examine the integrability condition of Ω φ 1 . Extracting the two-form component from (3.50) one has
58)
For this integrability condition to be defined in terms of the group manifold scalar V , one should show that the two-form Ω φ 2 can be entirely expressed (in the primed basis) in terms of the gauge covariant curvature F 2 and V itself. Again, this is possible (as it will be shown to all orders) by means of a field redefinition, whose first orders can be determined by working on Ω φ 2 at cubic order in the fields: where the prime on F 2 means that it is written in terms of primed gauge fields:
with the field redefinition determined up to cubic order:
(3.61)
In terms of the primed A 1 and A 2 one should obtain
62)
yielding the gauged version of the integrability condition for the MC form Ω φ 1 :
Before giving the all order form for the field redefinition and the above statements, let us notice that the scalar manifold parametrized by φ or V is a group manifold, since φ takes values in the Lie algebra g and V " e φ in the Lie group G . In actual applications, however, the scalar manifold is rather a coset manifold G{H . In order to describe such a structure, we need extra information: in particular, one needs to specify the subalgebra h Ă g that plays the role of the isotropy algebra of the coset space. Once this is given, it is possible to define the so called H´connection Q by projecting the MC form Ω φ 1 to h :
while its complement defines the pullback P of the vielbein of the coset manifold G{H :
65)
in the standard form for gauged coset non-linear sigma models.
In order to find the field redefinition A Ñ A 1 pA, φq to all orders, let us invert the cubic expression (3.61): for Lie algebra valued fields X and Y , one can derive
This in turn gives also the relation between Ω φ and the gauge covariant curvatures:
(3.70)
Having determined the field basis A 1 , which is the most natural for the inclusion of scalars, we shall drop the primes and write the Maurer-Cartan field Ω as
71)
where F " e´ABe A´D A 1 and V " e φ P G . We are now ready to define the extension of the differential D to X 0 , that will also allow to properly interpret the zero-form part of Ω .
The space X´1 and the embedding tensor
In order to define the action of D on X 0 one has to introduce a new space X´1 in degree´1 , such that D : X 0 Ñ X´1 is well-defined. The simplest choice would be to declare that the new space only consists of the trivial vector, X´1 " t0u , yielding Dx " 0 for any x P g . This choice leads to a completely consistent model that, however, is not general enough for gauged supergravity since typically the group G is only a symmetry group of the ungauged theory. If one transforms the gauge fields as A Ñ g A g´1 with a constant G parameter, the choice Dg " 0 would lead to Ω being fully G´invariant even in the gauged theory. This is unacceptable if one wants to describe general gauged supergravities where, after gauging a subgroup G 0 Ă G , the symmetry gets reduced to (local) G 0 transformations.
We shall thus introduce a new non-trivial space X´1 , and we will make no further assumptions about lower negative degree spaces that can be produced by recursive brackets of elements in X´1 , since they will never appear in the tensor hierarchy. At this point, the differential D itself can be used to define an element Θ P X´1 satisfying rΘ, Θs " 0 via rΘ, us :" Du , @u P X .
(3.72) Such an element Θ always exists since this relation is integrable: acting with D one obtains 0 " D 2 u " rDΘ, us´rΘ, Dus " rrΘ, Θs, us´D 2 u " rrΘ, Θs, us , (3.73) which is satisfied since we assume rΘ, Θs " 0. The new element Θ plays the role of a generalized embedding tensor. In order to make contact with the usual expressions in the literature one can introduce basis vectors for the lower spaces as follows:
and define the structure constants by
The element Θ can be expanded as Θ " Θ A e A and yields the usual embedding tensor when acting on the Leibniz space X 1 :
In this context, the linear (representation) constraint obeyed by θ M α is included in the statement that Θ A gives the actual g´representation X´1 of the embedding tensor, while θ M α , as defined in (3.76), expresses it as a sub-representation in the tensor product X 0 b X1 . The usual quadratic constraint is provided by the Jacobi identity rrΘ, xs, us " rΘ, rx, uss´rx, rΘ, uss , x P X 0 , u P X 1 (3.77) for x " rΘ, vs , since the left hand side then vanishes thanks to rΘ, Θs " 0 , and the right hand side gives
The action of Θ on higher spaces yields the Y tensors defined in the literature as intertwiners.
For instance, on the basis elements e I of X 2 one has
yielding relations of the usual form θ M α Y I M " 0 , thanks to rΘ, Θs " 0 . Finally, acting with the differential D on a Lie algebra element x P X 0 gives the corresponding g´variation of the embedding tensor: Dx " rΘ, xs "´rx, Θs "´ρ x pΘq "´δ x Θ , (3.80) or, in components, δ x Θ " e B px α T α A B Θ A q . This last relation, in particular, shows that truncating the complex by demanding X´2 " t0u poses a problem: For any x P g one can define δ x Θ " ρ x Θ P X´1 , that can be exponentiated to Θ 1 :" e ρx Θ " e x Θ e´x . While rΘ 1 , Θ 1 s " 0 (that holds regardless of the triviality of X´2) simply states G´covariance of the quadratic constraint, demanding X´2 " t0u would imply that δ x Θ itself obeys rδ x Θ, δ x Θs " 0. However, in general G´covariance only implies that Θ 1 " Θ`δ x Θ`¨¨¨satisfies the quadratic constraint, not δ x Θ separately. For this reason, as stated above, we will not make any further assumption about triviality of lower spaces in negative degree.
It is now possible to interpret the zero-form part of the Maurer-Cartan field Ω : one has Ω 0 " e´φDe φ " rΘ, φs`1 2 rrΘ, φs, φs`... " e´φ Θ e φ´Θ , (3.81) and the first term is the dressing of the embedding tensor by V , that is usually named the T´tensor, i.e. T :" V´1ΘV . In order to get rid of the shift by Θ it is more convenient to consider the full operator
where Ω is meant to act via the bracket, since the D differential in B precisely cancels the Θ shift in Ω 0 , resulting in
where in the second expression the differential B is meant to act through.
Coset structure, Bianchi identities and gauge symmetries
In order to specify the coset structure G{H of the scalar manifold we denote by h the Lie algebra of the subgroup H , and by p its complement with respect to the full g . We shall also assume that p is an h´representation, so that in general rh, hs Ă h , rh, ps Ă p , rp, ps Ă h`p , (3.85) while symmetric spaces are characterized by rp, ps Ă h . The G´valued scalar Vpxq transforms from the left under global G´transformations, and from the right under local H´transformations:
(3.86)
The gauge fields contained in A are inert under local H´transformations, and transform (in the ungauged limit) as A 1 " gAg´1 under global G . In the ungauged theory one has B " d , and the corresponding Ω is indeed invariant under the full duality group. In the gauged version the Maurer-Cartan field Ω (and in particular the curvature F) is not G´invariant, since Dg ‰ 0 , and transforms as In particular, the zero-form part gives
89)
implying H´covariance of the T´tensor:
The part of Ω 1 that transforms with the inhomogeneous term h´1dh defines the composite H´connection one-form Q :
while the complement one-form P :" V´1pd`DA 1 qV´Q P p (3.92) defines the pullback of the vielbein P on the coset G{H , that transforms as a tensor under local H´transformations: P 1 " h´1P h , and Ω takes the form Ω " T´Θ`P`Q`V´1F V , (3.93) or, in terms of the operator B Ω ,
where the H´covariant derivative is defined by D Q :" d`rQ,¨s .
Since Ω is still of the form G´1BG with G :" e A e φ , Bianchi identities can still be extracted from the zero-curvature relation BΩ`1 2 rΩ, Ωs " 0 , where we used rT, T s " V´1rΘ, ΘsV " 0 , and defined the H´curvature by
In order to present (3.96) in a more familiar form, we use rT, V´1FVs " V´1rΘ, FsV " V´1DFV and D Q pV´1FVq " V´1dFV´rV´1dV, V´1FVs`rQ, V´1FVs
" V´1dFV´rP, V´1FVs`V´1rDA 1 , FsV " V´1DFV´rP, V´1FVs ,
where we recall that D " d`rDA 1 ,¨s is the gauge covariant derivative. The generalized Bianchi identity can then be recast in the form D Q T`rT, P s`RpQq`D Q P`1 2 rP, P s`V´1`DF`1 2 rF, Fs`DF˘V " 0 . Splitting the Bianchi identity in terms of form degrees we have the one-form integrability condition for the T´tensor: D Q T`rT, P s " 0 , (3.100) that, given T " V´1ΘV , is equivalent to the statement of Θ being constant: dΘ " 0 . The two-form part further splits along h and p , yielding the H´curvature RpQq`1 2 rP, P s| h``V´1 DF 2 V˘| h " 0 (3.101) and the integrability condition for P :
as well as the usual Bianchi identities for the curvatures:
Having established the Bianchi identities, let us discuss the gauge symmetries of the model. Using the results derived in the previous section for the case without scalars, one can see that the general variation of an object of the form Ω " G´1BG , where G has total degree zero, can be written as δΩ " BpG´1δGq`rΩ, G´1δGs " B Ω pG´1δGq .
(3.104) Given that G " e A e φ one has
where the covariant variation ∆A was defined in (3.33) . Given that B 2 Ω " 0 thanks to (3.95) , Ω can be made gauge invariant (with respect to the Λ gauge parameters) by choosing
where the conjugation by V´1 has been chosen in view of (3.105). The first term gives BpV´1ΛVq " V´1BΛV´rV´1BV, V´1ΛVs
" V´1BΛV´rT´Θ`P`Q, V´1ΛVs`V´1rDA 1 , ΛsV " V´1DΛV`V´1DΛV´rT´Θ`P`Q, V´1ΛVs . We recall that by D we denote the A 1´c ovariant derivative D " d`rDA 1 ,¨s , while the Q´covariant derivative is denoted by D Q " d`rQ,¨s . Since δ Λ Ω " 0 one immediately has that P and Q are gauge invariant under Λ , while for p ě 2 one easily finds the usual gauge transformations for the curvatures:
Even if Ω is gauge invariant under the Λ transformations of the tensor hierarchy, B Ω is an H´covariant derivative with respect to the local H´transformations of the scalar coset. A more natural split compared to (3.94) thus seems
h´1Fh under local H´transformations. The Bianchi identities in terms ofF take then the form D QF`R pQq`1 2 rF,Fs " 0 .
(3.112)
In the H´invariant "untilded" basis one has VFV´1 " F`VP V´1`Θ , (3.113) and, in order to write duality relations in a homogeneous form, we define F 1 :" VP V´1 and F 0 :" Θ , and include them in the definition of F by renaming F 0`F1`F Ñ F . B Ω can be written in terms of the two bases as
The Bianchi identities for the new F read DF`1 2 rF, Fs´rF 1 , Fs`VRpQqV´1 " 0 , (3.115) that split as dΘ " 0 for the one-form, and The main difference between F andF is that F is H´invariant and transforms as a tensor under the gauge transformations of the tensor hierarchy, whileF is gauge invariant with respect to the tensor hierarchy and a tensor under H . We will thus refer to F andF as the curved and flat field basis, respectively. Having an object transforming as a tensor under all the symmetries of the model is especially important in view of writing down dynamical equations as duality relations, that will be the goal of the next section.
Dynamical equations from duality relations
So far our construction has only provided the kinematical data of the tensor hierarchy, namely the tower of gauge covariant curvatures built from the p´form gauge potentials, plus the geometry of the scalar manifold. Our goal in this section is to write down duality relations between the field strengths that, by virtue of the Bianchi identities (3.115), yield as integrability conditions second order dynamical equations for the p´form gauge fields and the scalars.
To begin with, in order to write the Hodge star operator we introduce a spacetime metric g µν , that is inert w.r.t. the dgLa structure, and in particular has zero degree. This should eventually be generalized, especially in view of the fact that in exceptional field theories the metric does transform non-trivially under the generalized diffeomorphisms that in our language correspond to the transformation λ 0 . Given a p´form α p " 1 p! θ µ 1 ...θ µp α µ 1 ...µp with arbitrary internal degree d α and total degree |α p | " d α´p , we define the Hodge dualization in n spacetime dimensions as
where indices have been raised with the metric g µν , and ε µ 1 ...µn " a |g| µ 1 ...µn is the covariant volume form. The dualization (4.1) can also be realized as a differential operator (in θ space) acting on the volume form ω :" 1 n! θ µ 1 ...θ µn ε µ 1 ...µn as
and by degree counting one can see that the Hodge star operator ‹ p (meaning that it acts on a p´form) has total degree | ‹ p | " 2p´n . Moreover, following from the definition (4.1) one has ‹ 2 " p´1q ppn´pq`s , where p is the form degree of the object acted upon, and s is zero or one for euclidean and lorentzian signatures, respectively. Furthermore, it is useful to introduce the covariant divergence operator
that acts on a p´form as
where D µ contains both A µ and the Christoffel connection of g µν .
At this point, if one tries to impose naively a duality relation of the form F p`1 " ‹ F n´p´1 , an immediate problem arises: First of all, the degrees on the two sides do not match and, second, the two curvatures take values in different spaces, namely 6 F p`1 P X p and F n´p´1 P X n´p´2 , that in practice correspond to different representations of the duality group G . In order to remedy this we shall introduce more structures, that provide dynamical data not contained in the dgLa.
Metrics, G´representations and dual spaces
First of all, let us focus on the simpler case of an ungauged scalar non-linear sigma model, that is obtained from Ω as in (3.71) by setting A " 0 and B " d . In this case one simply has Ω " V´1dV " P`Q , Given that p Ă g " X 0 , the inner product x¨,¨y can be viewed as an H´invariant metric on X 0 that can be made diagonal, i.e. xx, yy " 0 if x P h and y P p . In turn, this is equivalent to an invertible map ∆ 0 : X 0 Ñ X0 , (4.8) such that the action can be rewritten as
with round brackets denoting the natural pairing between a space and its dual. At this point we shall extend this construction to the whole space by assuming the existence of symmetric invertible maps ∆ p : X p Ñ Xp , |∆ p | "´2p (4.10)
for all p's, yielding the inner products xv p , w p y :" pv p , ∆ p w p q " pw p , ∆ p v p q . As we mentioned before, the dgLa bracket gives a natural action of the Lie algebra g " X 0 on all the X p spaces, making them into g´representations: ρ x u :" rx, us , x P g , u P X . and both ρ x and R g are endomorphisms on each X p separately, given that |x| " 0 . Having introduced the dual complex X˚, it is possible to define the dual representation Rg and the transpose involution by pR g u, Rg ωq " pu, ωq , pR g u, ωq " pu, R T g ωq , u P X , ω P X˚(4.17)
implying that Rg " pR T g q´1. The H´invariance of ∆ can now be stated as
that can be derived by demanding xR h u, R h vy " xu, vy . Infinitesimally, for P h , this reads ρ˚ ∆ " ∆ρ .
The discussion of ∆ has involved algebraic properties pertaining to the "internal" structure alone, being completely insensitive of any field content in spacetime. Indeed, as shown throughout the previous sections, the kinematical construction of gauge covariant curvatures for the tensor hierarchy is completely unaffected by, for instance, the spacetime dimension. In contrast, it is well known that the group G and its representations carried by spacetime fields crucially depend on the spacetime dimension, in both gauged supergravity and exceptional field theory. This is reflected, in our more abstract setting, by the fact that the structures introduced so far are not sufficient to construct the dynamics. The extra missing ingredient, that we introduce now, is to assume the existence of an isomorphism I " ř p I p between X and X˚, that acts non-diagonally on the complex and makes the spacetime dimension enter explicitly:
The isomorphism I p may seem quite unnatural from our abstract point of view, but it turns out to exist in all known examples, taking different forms. For instance, in gauged supergravity and exceptional field theory (with the caveat that in the latter case the metric itself transforms non-trivially), I p is just the identity, endowed with a degree shift of n´2 for degree matching, since in those cases it just happens that Xp " X n´2´p as vector spaces, as already discussed in [31, 32] . In the more subtle case of self-duality conditions (as for two-form curvatures in n " 4), the isomorphism I p is typically provided by an extra structure, as for instance the Spp56q symplectic matrix Ω M N in four dimensions. Yet another example is the gauge theory based on volume-preserving diffeomorphisms [33] , where the isomorphism I p is the Hodge star in the internal manifold, mapping multi-vectors to differential forms. Here we would just like to stress that the existence of the maps I p gives the first constraints on the representation content of the spacetime fields. Furthermore, the existence of such an isomorphism was suggested in [22] in the context of ungauged supergravity.
Thanks to the isomorphisms I p , one has two different ways to map elements from X p to Xp , and thus two different inner products: The first map is simply given by ∆
while the second involves both I and ∆ in several steps, namely
where the degrees of the different ∆'s and I's are determined by the space indicated. For the two maps to be identified one needs the compatibility condition ∆ 9 pI∆Iq´1 or, with explicit degrees,
where the proportionality, rather than equality, is due to a non-trivial sign factor. This sign will be determined below by requiring the strict equality of the maps at the level of the diagonal dgLa Z, that entails adding the spacetime Hodge star. As another compatibility condition, we also require that I be G´covariant, i.e.
In fact, G´covariance of I is just a special case of a more general compatibility requirement that we are going to state: Given any element u P X p , one has a degree p mapû in the chain complex X ,û : X k Ñ X k`p ,ûpvq :" ru, vs .
(4.24)
Having introduced the dual complex X˚, the dual mapû˚: Xk`p Ñ Xk is defined by the pairing as pûpvq, ωq " p´1q 1`|u||v| pv,û˚pωqq , (4.25) where the sign convention has been chosen as the graded generalization of the Lie algebra coadjoint action: pρ x u, ωq "´pu, ρxωq , since for p " 0 one hasû " ρ u . Thanks to the I isomorphism, given u P X p , one can also transport the mapû to X˚by I´1ûI : Xk`p Ñ Xk .
(4.26)
We will demand compatibility by asking that the two maps on X˚coincide:
u˚" I´1ûI Ñ pru, vs, ωq " p´1q 1`|u||v|`v , I´1ru, Iωs˘. 
Flat duality relations
Given the two bases for curvatures, namely the usual F and the "flat" versionF , one can write duality relations for both, but it turns out that the flat basis makes consistency easier to prove, while the usual one gives rise to dynamical equations in the standard form. We will then discuss the duality relations in terms ofF here, and analyze them in the F basis in the next subsection.
As we mentioned before, trying to impose relations in the naive formF n´p´1 " ‹F p`1 does not make sense both for degree counting and vector spaces not matching, meaning that one has to supplement the action of the Hodge star by an extra operator. This extra operator is precisely given by the combination I∆ . Indeed, when acting on a curvatureF p`1 P X p the combination ‹I p ∆ p has total degree zero 7 , and ‹I p ∆ pFp`1 is an pn´p´1q´form taking values in X n´p´2 , that can be equated to F n´p´1 . We thus impose the duality relatioñ F " ‹I∆F , (4.28) or, in componentsF n´p´1 " ‹I p ∆ pFp`1 , p "´1, 0, ..., n´1 .
(4.29)
Consistency of the above equation requires p‹I∆q 2 " 1 that reads
with explicit degrees. By using |I p ∆ p | " n´2pp`1q and | ‹ q | " 2q´n one has
that, together with ‹ n´p ‹ p " p´1q ppn´pq`s fixes the sign in (4.22) :
Having established the consistency of p1´‹I∆q as a projector, we now turn to study compatibility of (4.28) with the symmetries of the theory. Gauge symmetry under the Λ transformations of the tensor hierarchy is trivially respected, sinceF is invariant. On the other hand,F transforms as h´1F h under local H´transformations. Covariance of the equation (4.28) is readily proven thanks to H´invariance of ∆ (4.18) and full G´covariance of I (4.23):
therefore proving full consistency of the proposed equation (4.28). We will now turn to transform the consistent duality relation in the F basis, where second order dynamical equations are recovered in a more familiar form.
Duality relations and field equations
Since the curvatures in the ordinary basis are given by F " VFV´1 , we shall perform the conjugation by V of the duality relation (4.28), yielding
since the Hodge star commutes with the degree zero scalar V . We now manipulate the right hand side by using the definition of G´representations and G´covariance of the I isomorphism:
where we have defined the scalar-dependent metric
Incidentally, in the literature it is common to call V the matrix of the RV | X 1 representation. The metric M 1 then takes the more familiar form M 1 " V∆ 1 V T . Under local H´transformations and global G´transformations Vpxq Ñ gVpxqhpxq , so that R V Ñ R g R V R h . This allows us to determine the transformation of M :
that is thus H´invariant thanks to the H´invariance of ∆ .
Finally, the duality relations can be cast in the form 38) or, in components, F n´p´1 " ‹I p M p F p`1 , p "´1, 0, ..., n´1 . Invariance under local H´transformations is now manifest, since F is H´invariant. The proof of gauge covariance of the field equations G :" p1´‹IMqF " 0 is easily carried out considering that V´1GV is gauge invariant:
As a last remark before deriving the field equations by using the Bianchi identities, we shall show that the p " 0 component of (4.39) involves the current J of the scalars on the r.h.s. If one considers the action for the scalars in the ungauged case, namely
it is possibe to find the conserved currents associated to the global G´symmetry. Under a global G´transformation P is invariant, but if we consider a local parameter gpxq " 1` pxq , under which δV " V , one has δP µ " rV´1B µ Vs| p . By using this in the action we obtain
where, in the first line, we used the symmetry property of ∆ 0 as well as the fact that, being diagonal, the projection on p is redundant. The Noether current is thus found to be
Despite appearing as an arbitrary g˚´valued current, J µ clearly has only dimG´dimH independent components, since it is given by an operator (RV ∆ 0 ) acting on P µ , that takes values only along p. The combination M p F p`1 at p " 0 can thus be rewritten as
proving that the duality relation (4.39) at p " 0 is given by
We are now ready to use the first order duality equation (4.38) to derive second order field equations upon acting with a covariant curl D . By using the Bianchi identity (3.115) and
‹D‹ " D : we finally obtain
where " ppn´pq`n`s and we used the duality relations again in the last term.
Since the scalar sector is mostly described using the one-form P , rather than the current J or even F 1 , we will derive the scalar equation in terms of P . In particular, we will show that it is variational and contains a source term due to a scalar potential. We start from the duality relation P " ‹I n´2 ∆ n´2Fn´1 , (4.47) combined with the Bianchi identity forF n´1 , namely
Thanks to G´invariance of I and H´invariance of ∆ one can commute the H´covariant derivative through: D Q I∆ " p´1q n I∆D Q , yielding
By further using the duality relation in the last two terms and (4.32) one finally obtains
where we schematically denoted the sum over terms containing gauge fields. In odd dimensions n " 2m`1 one can use the duality relations to rewrite
while in even dimensions n " 2m`2 one has to separate the contribution from the self-dual curvatureF m`1 :
We will now show that the above contributions can be obtained by varying the generalized Yang-Mills actions
except for the self-dual case in even dimensions, where it is obtained from the pseudo-action Let us recall that the information encoded in the scalar potential, defined by
is equivalent to that in ∆´1. At this stage ∆´1 is only constrained by invertibility, symmetry and H´invariance, which leaves room for several possibilities, among which there is the one fixed by the particular gauged supergravity model.
In order to vary the above actions with respect to the scalar fields, one takes the Lie algebra valued variation V´1δV and projects it on p :
V´1δV " ∆φ`τ , ∆φ P p , τ P h .
(4.58)
The variation of P then reads δP " D Q ∆φ`rP, τ s`rP, ∆φs| p . (4.59)
In varying the kinetic term (4.55) the rP, τ s part drops out thanks to H´invariance of ∆ 0 , and the explicit projection on p is ensured by diagonality, yielding
(4.60)
The contribution from the scalar kinetic term can be further manipulated by using (4.27), yielding
where we used ‹∆ " ∆‹ , as well as ‹I " p´1q n I‹ and ρP " θ µ ρP µ " θ µ I´1 0 ρ Pµ I 0 " p´1q n I´1 0 ρ P I 0 .
(4.62)
The contribution (4.61) coincides with the corresponding one in (4.50). The variation of the Yang-Mills terms (4.53) (including S´1) is most easily determined in the flat basisF p`1 . First of all one has, for p ‰ 0 ,
As in the previous case, the τ´dependent part of the variation drops out thanks to H´invariance, and one obtains
with the hat referring to the notation introduced in (4.24). The corresponding contribution to the scalar equation can thus be written as
where we used again (4.27) and the manipulation analogous to (4.62), thus confirming that the scalar equation (4.50) coincides, including the contribution from the scalar potential, with the variational one obtained from ř p S p . In fact, a similar computation shows that if one introduces a Yang-Mills action for all p , both the scalar and gauge field equations are compatible with the single pseudo action S " 1 4 ż pF, ‹MFq , p1´‹IMqF " 0 .
(4.66)
The field equations are already implied by the duality relations, but the pseudo action can still be useful in the context of supergravity, since by adding the suitable Einstein-Hilbert term it provides the gauge field contributions to the stress energy tensor.
Outlook
In this paper we have discussed differential graded Lie algebras as a universal algebraic structure allowing for the construction of tensor hierarchies and the formulation of duality relations. The duality relations encode dynamics in that the second-order field equations follow as integrability conditions from the first-order duality relations together with the Bianchi identities of the tensor hierarchy. It would be interesting to extend this research in the following directions:
• We have treated the (external) spacetime metric g µν as fixed, and so it would be important to include a dynamical spacetime metric. In the context of gauged supergravity this is straightforward as the diffeomorphisms do not mix with the gauge symmetries of the tensor hierarchy. Accordingly, the complete bosonic dynamics can be encoded by a pseudo-action that adds the Einstein-Hilbert term to (4.66), while the duality relations are unchanged. In the more general exceptional field theories the situation is more subtle (and more intriguing) for here the external metric transforms non-trivially under internal generalized diffeomorphisms as part of the tensor hierarchy. One may then ask whether, in the present scheme, there is a natural place for a dynamical metric and, in particular, whether its dynamics can be encoded in first-order duality relations, see [34, 35] .
• Another natural question is whether it is possible to include mixed Young tableaux fields via exotic dualities as in the recent paper [36] whose formalism shares some key features with our approach here.
• Arguably one of the most important open problems in exceptional field theory is to find a universal formulation 'without split', i.e., one for which there is no a priori split into 'external' and 'internal' (generalized) spacetimes. The results presented here suggest a natural strategy: finding a dgLa as in (1.5) whose brackets and differential B are defined in some intrinsic fashion (perhaps as in [37, 38] ), rather than being derived by tensoring a given smaller dgLa with forms of a fixed spacetime manifold. Such an algebra should then give back the present formulation upon suitable 'level-decompositions' with respect to which the differential decomposes as B " d`D, with the spacetime de Rham differential d and the internal differential D that is covariant under the U-duality group in the dimension considered. (See [39] for recent related results.)
A Field redefinition of gauge p´forms
In this appendix we will provide the field redefinition between the field basis used in the present paper and the one employed in [19] , that singles out the vector A 1 and makes direct contact with usual expressions in the literature. In this section we will use both pictures of the enhanced Leibniz algebra and dgLa. Since the two can be distinguished by the presence of either the bullet product ‚ or the bracket r , s , we will not use different names, or tildes, for fields in order not to clutter the expressions.
In [19] it was proven that gauge covariant curvatures, grouped in the formal sum F :" ř 8 p"2 F p , can be defined as making it possible to rewrite the curvatures F p in a way that does not single out A 1 as a special field. We start by writing down the first curvatures from (A.1) with the ω p forms explicit:
Thanks to (2.22) and (A.4), these can be rewritten in the more symmetric form
upon performing the field redefinitions
This suggests that, upon defining Upon degree shifting of both gauge fields and curvatures, the field strengths in (A.6) become In the dgLa picture it is possible to determine the field redefinition A 1 pA, A 1 q to all orders. Given A 1 " A 
